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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers: True 
Transfers Defined

• An employee leaving the University of Tennessee or  
Tennessee Board of Regents agency to join another 
Higher Ed agency without a break in employment is 
considered a true transfer. The employee will NOT be 
required to meet a new eligibility period (one full 
calendar month requirement is waived).

• A true transfer occurs only when an employee leaves an 
agency one business day and starts with the new agency 
the next business day.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A true transfer occurs when an employee leaves one UT or TBR agency to join another higher ed agency without a break in employment.  The employee will not be required to meet a new eligibility period.  This only occurs when the employee leaves one agency on one business day and begins employment with the new agency the very next business day.
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Example of True Transfer

• Employee leaves one agency on Friday, July 31st and 
starts with the new agency on Monday, August 3rd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this scenario there would usually be a gap in coverage for the month of September.  The gaining agency will create a Hire eForm using a hire date of 8/1/20 so that the benefits will start 9/1/2020.
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Other Transfer Examples

• Employee leaves one agency on Friday, June 5th and 
starts with the new agency on Monday, June 22nd

• Employee leaves one agency on Friday, June 26th and 
starts with new agency on Monday, July 6th

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also have other types of transfers.  We have transfers that occur within the same month and those that cross months.   For transfers that occur within the same month, as in the first example, the member leaves an agency on June 5th and transfers to the new agency on June 22nd.   This is not a true transfer. However, they will not have a gap in coverage because both dates are in the same month.  The employee is not considered newly eligible and is not able to change coverage.For transfers that cross months, as illustrated in the second example, the member will experience a gap in coverage due to the gap in employment, and the employee should be advised to take COBRA if they need coverage for that month. 
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers: eForms and 
Billing

• As the hiring agency - Enter the Hire eForm after 
billing has confirmed

Example: Hire date is June 22nd; Hire eForm should 
be entered July 2nd with a June 22nd hire date 

• As the losing agency - Approve the Hire eForm after 
billing has confirmed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The preferred method for transfers is for the gaining agency to enter an eForm after billing (Collections Applied report) has run for the month after term (i.e. the first of the next month) with the actual hire date (not the date the eForm is entered). In our first example, the gaining agency will wait until July 2nd after the collection applied report generates to key the Hire eForm.  The agency will use the actual hire date of June 22nd.   This will ensure that the gaining agency is billed for the month of July.  If you are the losing agency and you receive an eForm before billing (Collection Applied report) has run for July, wait to approve it until July 2nd (after Edison payroll has run).If this process isn’t followed, you could be billed for a month that you shouldn’t be.If this happens, please create a Zendesk ticket asking for your bill to be manually corrected.
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Termination Information

• Action/Reason Code – Termination/X-Benefits Higher 
Ed Transfer should be used for true transfers or 
transfers that occur in the same calendar month. 

• Action/Reason Code – Termination/X-Benefits Emp
Resignation should be used for someone with a gap in 
employment that crosses months, if you are unsure if 
they are transferring, or if you know they are not 
transferring.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two termination reasons you can select when keying a transfer termination.  The Termination Date to enter into Edison should be the last day the employee worked with your agency.  The action/reason code for true transfers and those occurring during the same calendar month should be Termination/X-Benefits Higher Ed Transfer.The action/reason code for someone with a gap in employment that spans two different months should be Termination/X-Benefits Emp Resignation. If you are unsure if a person is transferring, use Termination/X-Benefits Emp Resignation so that a COBRA letter will generate.
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers: Who 
pays for what?

• True Transfer: Leave one agency on Friday, July 31st and 
start with new agency on Monday, August 3rd  = Gaining 
Agency Pays

• Transfer within the same month:  Leave one agency on 
Friday, June 5th and start with new agency on Monday, 
June 22nd = Losing Agency Pays

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So who pays for what? As a reminder the employee must keep the same benefits they had with the previous agency if they are a transfer.  The gaining agency will be responsible for the additional premium for a true transfer that span two calendar months since the one full calendar month requirement is waived.  Example: the employee leaves Friday July 31st and starts with new agency on Monday August 3rd.  The gaining agency will be responsible for billing the employee the back premium.  For transfers that occur within the same month, the losing agency would be responsible for the final premium collected in the month they terminate.If you are ever unsure of when the coverage ended with the losing agency or what coverage they had, please create a ZD ticket or call our service center and we can provide you with that information. 
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers
eForm Process
• Search for a Person in Hire eForm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To begin the eForm process, you will first search using the Edison ID  to find out what status the transfer employee is in within Edison. The Green Check means employee is still active in Edison. You can still enter them, it just means that the form will now route to the losing agency for approval.
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers
eForm Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will enter all of the personal data for the employee and make updates if needed. 
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers
eForm Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enter Job Data information and complete all required fields.  For rehires you will need to make sure to select the reason code X-Benefits Higher Education Rehire and enter the annual Comp Rate.  The form will then be routed to the losing agency for approval.
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers
eForm Process

Important Note: If you get this email, DO NOT terminate the employee
On the  Non-Payroll Job Data page.  It WILL cause issues.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a very important step and one that many agencies miss. Please click on the blue hyperlink to validate the end date of coverage with your agency. If you do not use the link within the notification the gaining agency will not know when coverage will end and this delays the hiring process for the gaining agency.  Our team will work a query to help track these instances and will reach out to you regarding next steps.
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers
eForm Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After clicking the hyperlink, this window will appear and the eForm ID will automatically populate. After you click search the next screen will list the employee’s demographic information.
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers
eForm Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last day of coverage shows an end of the month date.  The gaining agency will start benefits the very next day.
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers
eForm Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The losing agency has three department action options to select from. Agree – Use Proposed Date, Employee Not Losing Coverage, or Override Last Day of Coverage.
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers
eForm Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you agree with the proposed date, then the Reason code to select is X-Benefits Higher Ed Transfer, and then click the Approve button. X-Benefits Higher Ed Transfer should only be used for true transfers or transfers occurring in the same month.
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers
eForm Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The gaining agency will receive an email advising that the losing agency has accepted the hire and coverage date proposed.  
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers
eForm Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example, we selected the Override Last Day of coverage department action.  Instead of 9/30, the agency entered the last date of coverage to 10/31 and entered a comment for the gaining agency. 
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers
eForm Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The gaining agency will receive this email notification which reflects that the override date of hire and coverage effective date.  As the gaining agency you should click on the blue hyperlink to log into Edison and enter the benefits.
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers
eForm Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the employee will have dual employment, the losing agency will select the department action of Employee Not Losing Coverage. The form will not route back to the gaining agency.  In these cases the form will go into a pending status and route to Benefits Administration for handling. 
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Higher Ed to Higher Ed Transfers
eForm Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benefits Administration will create a new employee instance which will allow the employee to have two records. We will receive Zendesk ticket similar to the what is illustrated on this slide.  The ticket will contain the Form ID and the employee’s name.  Once we create the second record we will notify the gaining agency so that the agency can proceed with the benefit eform.   This completes the transfer process.
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